
There will NEVER be another one like YOU.

3. This Day in History

In all seriousness, we already know that the best thing that happened  
on the day that you were born is YOU.

However, in the big wide world we live in, other maybe not so significant events also took 
place.  So along with your birthday each year - you may find there are a few famous people 
who celebrate the day with you or some major events that took place on this day.

This page prompt tends to also overlap in some areas to the YEAR IT WAS, which is the next 
page so you may want to work on them together.  

Some of you may find something very significant happened on the same day you were born 
e.g. They landed on the moon.  For me, besides a major earthquake in 1456 where thousands 
were killed in Naples, there were only smaller trival events that occurred. So,  I will be including 
pictures of smaller things to fill my page such as; the price of milk, bread or petrol, population 
of Australia, who the Prime Minister was at the time etc etc.

Again you can design your layout in any format you wish and use the title in a completely 
different way.  However, if you would like to create a page based on the sketch showed  
here you will need to download the pdf from our website.

Download PDF - https://unmistakablecreations.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/On-This-Day-Polaroids.pdf

On thisOn this DAY.

Print the PDF onto white or a pale coloured cardstock.  Either cut 
out the polaroids from this sheet or use as a template and create  
your own from coloured cardstock.

If  using  the printed  cutoutable  polaroids,  with a craft knife 
carefully remove the black centres and adhere behind each one 
a photo of the event that took place. 

Write or type the title of the event onto  
a strip of white cardstock and adhere  
across the frame - to add dimension 
you could adhere using foam tape. 
Journal on each of the frames  the  
details of the event or price etc. 
e.g. Title - Prime Minister 
Journalling - Sir Robert Menzies

Create your background, and adhere 
the polaroids, not forgetting to include 
one photograph of  yourself but only 
bigger.

Print out the quotes from the PDF and  
cut into strips and adhere if desired.

WEBSITES that may come in handy: 
https://Onthisday.com 
https://History.com 
https://mybirthday.ninja


